Kiwa hereby declares that the gas fired condensing storage water heater, type(s):

ECH 106-480, ECH 129-480, ECH 32-220, ECH 33-370, ECH 52-370,
ECH 63-370, ECH 87-480, HWH 106-480, HWH 129-480, HWH 32-220,
HWH 33-370, HWH 52-370, HWH 63-370, HWH 87-480, HWHC 44-370,
HWHC 63-370

manufactured by
Lochinvar Ltd
Banbury, United Kingdom

meet(s) the essential requirements as described in the
Regulation (EU) 2016/426 relating to appliances burning gaseous fuels.

Appliance types B, C, D, E
Appliance categories II, III

Countries:
Ireland, United Kingdom